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Abstract
Indigenous planning practices of the Village of Igiugig have long identified the need for a 
community cultural center. This research project used a community-based participatory approach 
to explore the type of cultural center that will best serve residents and visitors alike. Through 
various community meetings, semi-structured interviews of key informants, and surveys of area 
businesses, Igiugig was able to articulate the main functionality of the center, as well as inform a 
design process for and by an Indigenous community in rural Alaska. One outcome of this process 
is a resource guide for the Igiugig Village Council, for the remainder of the planning and 
implementation of the community cultural center.
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01: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
About the Igiugig Village Council
The Igiugig Village Council (IVC) is the federally recognized tribal government of the Native 
Village of Igiugig which is located in Bristol Bay, Alaska. IVC is the only local government and 
oversees the ongoing business affairs and wellbeing of Igiugig, a self-sufficient village with 
strong cultural and environmental values. IVC's mission is to provide resources, programs, and 
infrastructure to enhance our quality of life. "As a community, we strive for a prosperous future 
by fulfilling our goals: sustainable social and economic development that is compatible with our 
subsistence way of life; invest in life-long education; provide a safe, welcoming community that 
provides affordable living and a strong, diversified local economy; maintain good working 
relationships with other communities, lodges, and state/federal/local agencies." The IVC is 
directed by a comprehensive strategic plan which is informed by ongoing community-based 
participatory processes.
Igiugig Comprehensive Strategic Plan
Communities arise from a collective sense of purpose. They share a common history as well as a 
vision for survival. Engaging in planning processes helps to determine the pathway to achieving 
that vision.1 IVC's longstanding need for a "multi-purpose facility" was identified through
1 (Mannell 2013)
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comprehensive strategic planning efforts and affirmed through Community Improvement 
Project resolutions each year. The need for the Igiugig Community Cultural Center (ICCC) was 
expressed through in-depth Community Comprehensive Planning in 2000 using a consulting 
firm and local planners funded by the Administration for Native Americans. Community 
residents were informed on why planning was being undertaken:
Igiugig is facing changes as well as challenges...Igiugig has taken 
the time and energy to a proactive approach in planning fo r its 
future. Developing a community-based strategic plan will give the 
residents of Igiugig another tool to assist them in becoming self­
sufficient, and will build the village's capacity to plan, develop, and 
implement community-based long-term governance as well as 
social and economic programs.2
The initial prioritization of local projects was revisited in December 2007, and a list of 31 
projects were ranked. The three projects that received the highest priority rating included:
- cultural center
- alternative energy
- locally owned airline
The priorities were brought before the IVC on December 21, 2008. At that point, a total of eight 
projects were approved to move forward. The top three included: a new clinic, a new 
powerhouse, and an alternative energy source. IVC further agreed that they would like to see 
additional projects move forward in the near future with the cultural center at the top of the 
list. The community also identified a desire to expand tourism opportunities. A "Cultural 
Center/Tourism Facility Support Building" has appeared on every IVC meeting agenda since 
March 25, 2010.3 Figure 1 IVC Resolution 20-03 reflects the most recent prioritization of both 
short and long term community projects.
2 (Crow 2000)
3 (Igiugig Village Council 2010)
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IGIUGIG VILLAGE COUNCIL  
FY 2020 CAPITAL IM PROVEM ENT PRIORITY LIST  
Resolution #20-03
A RESOLUTION UPDATING THE IGIUGIG VILLAGE CO U N C IL ’S CAPITAL  
IM PROVEM ENT PRIORITY LIST
W H E R E A S, The Igiugig Village Council is recognized as the local form o f  government for 
the community o f Igiugig, Alaska, and
W H E R E A S, The Igiugig Village Council would like to update the Capital Im provement 
Priority List for the purposes o f  making com m unity im provem ents within the village, and
W H E R E A S, The social and economic benefits associated w ith these type o f projects will 
benefit the residents o f  the com m unity, and
W H E R E A S, The Igiugig Village Council desires to m aintain an accurate record o f  the 
village’s current priorities for Capital Im provements by annually soliciting public input,
NOW  THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Igiugig Village Council has listed the 
following Capital Im provem ents for the Fiscal Year o f  2020:
LONG TERM PRIORITIES SHORT TERM PRIORITIES
1. Water Line Extension 1. 5,000 Gallon Fuel Tanker
2. Float Plane Access Road 2, Community Cultural Center
3. Runway Extension/Land 3. Washeteria Upgrade and
Acquisition Heat Recovery Loop Upgrade
4. Kaskanak Road: The 4. Clinic Energy and Water
Cook Inlet to Bristol Bay Upgrade
5. Sewage Lagoon Upgrade 5. Grader
CERTIFICATION:
It is hereby certified that the Igiugig Village Council duly passed the foregoing resolution on 
this 12th day o f  Decem ber 2019, and that a quorum  was present.
. (A U . V £ Li/vA-^s& < d Ljrv ^ r> r\  12 - 1 2 - 1 * 1
AlexA nna Salmon, President Date
Attest: ______________
Figure 1 IVC Resolution 20-03
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Introduction to the ICCC Research Project
The IVC authorized the Igiugig Community Cultural Center (ICCC) to serve as a Rural 
Development graduate research project undertaken by AlexAnna Salmon through the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks. The goal of the research project was to collect data utilizing 
focus group meetings, interviews, and surveys to answer the question: "What type of cultural 
center design will best serve community members as well as visitors to Igiugig?" The research 
was conducted between April 2018-April 2020 and resulted in the following actions:
- Facility design donation of services from Cutler-Anderson architects
- Long-term site lease from the Igiugig Native Corporation
- Site development funding from the Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Indian Community Development Block Grant.
The work that remains to be accomplished includes:
- 100% final design of the facility that meets the needs of the community -  politically, 
economically, and socially. A holistic design will integrate multiple uses and users. The 
design itself will be a physical reflection of the Igyararmiut worldview.
- Revised construction cost estimate
- Capital fundraising completion
- Environmental review record completion.
This "Planning and Implementation Guide" is an archive of the work completed to date, and an 
outline of the activities yet to be completed. The guide is meant to be used by the IVC as a 
reference document to secure additional construction funding. It is also a useful example for 




Figure 2 Map of Alaska Showing Igiugig Location (Mappery n.d.)
Project Planning Process
Figure 3 Planning Process
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Summary of Findings
Igiugig is experiencing a critical need for a Community Cultural Center. The community 
currently does not own a designated space to host gatherings or activities. A increase in 
population and a rise in cultural revitalization and preservation efforts have increased the need 
for such a gathering space.
The community meetings, interviews, and surveys indicate that the ICCC will be used for 
tourism activities and education, cultural performances, community gatherings, a commercial 
kitchen (to process and prepare subsistence foods), a store for local artifacts, and a gift 
shop/cafe where visitors can purchase locally made artwork and souvenirs.
Planning for the project began in 2000. IVC has since secured site development funding and 
seven acres of riverfront property under a long-term lease with the Igiugig Native Corporation. 
The environmental review is complete with the exception of the archaeology survey which is 
scheduled for spring of 2020. The community-informed design process is currently in progress 
with a world-renowned architect, Jim Cutler, of Cutler-Anderson architects.
The ICCC will be operated and maintained by IVC personnel. Funds are expected to be 
generated from the rental of the commercial kitchen, and through ticket sales for cultural 
performances and events held at the Community Cultural Center. Additional funds will be 
allocated annually in the tribal budget for the operation of the meeting space. Funding sources 
include the Bureau of Indian Affairs and community revenue sharing with the Lake and 
Peninsula Borough. An Operations, Maintenance, and Sustainability Plan for the building has 
been completed.
Significant Construction and Operation Costs
The total cost of the project is estimated to be approximately $1,724, 932 with site preparation, 
site development, and utility extension anticipated in 2020. The vertical construction is 
anticipated in 2021.
The costs for site development and the utilities extension are based on established equipment, 
freight, and materials mobilized to Igiugig for previous projects that IVC has completed on-time 
and within budget through its wholly owned construction company, Iliamna Lake Contractors, 
LLC. Once the design process is 100% completed, the construction cost estimate will need to be 
revised.
Benefits to the Community
The ICCC will serve all of Igiugig by providing meeting space to conduct business and tourism 
activities, classrooms for cultural education, and a commercial kitchen to support the 
subsistence way of life. Additional benefits include:
- Economic opportunity
- Increased income resulting from tourism and rentals
13
- Reducing the high cost of living for residents by providing a commercial kitchen that 
supports locally harvested and grown foods
- Increasing educational opportunities for residents, including increased Yup'ik language 
proficiency among children and youth
02: COMMUNITY OVERVIEW
Location
Igiugig is located in southwest Alaska approximately 250 airmiles southwest of Anchorage. It is 
at the headwaters of the Kvichak River as it flows from Lake Iliamna. See Figure 2 Map of Alaska 
Showing Igiugig Location.
History and Culture
The name of Igiugig in Yup'ik is Igyaraq (meaning "throat") to depict the location where the 
lake drains into the river. It is nestled among an archaeological district proving at least 8,000 
years of continuous occupation based on caribou and salmon as keystone species and 
containing at least 21 archeological sites. The community consists of nearly seventy residents 
81% of which are Alaska Native primarily of Aleut, Athabascan, and Yup'ik decent.4 The 
community was formerly located at Qinuyang creek about seven miles downstream from the 
current village. The 1919 flu epidemic decimated the population; children who lost both 
parents were sent to orphanages, and only three adults survived. Some communities re­
established themselves closer to the commercial fisheries (i.e. Koggiung Village), and other 
families began reindeer herding living at various reindeer camps throughout southwest Alaska. 
In 1922, a trading post was built at Igiugig, and eventually, the families living in outlying camps 
decided to build a Russian Orthodox church. Overtime, the community began slowly expanding 
from a fish camp to a year-round community. The school was built in 1967 and effectively 
ended the nomadic lifestyle of the community. An extensive land base was used with some 
residents maintaining trapping lines spanning a 100-mile radius. Places that families previously 
lived at for fish camp, trapping camp, reindeer camp, etc. were claimed by heads-of-households 
during the Allotment era. After the passage of the 1971 Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act 
(ANCSA), the Igiugig Native Corporation selected 66,000 acres around the community. The 
traditional tribal government established a certified base membership in 1989, but wrote and 
adopted a written constitution and bylaws in 1998.5
Land, Environment and Climate
The Igiugig Native Corporation owns the surface estate of 66,000 acres around Igiugig, with the 
regional corporation Bristol Bay Native Corporation owning the subsurface. Corporate lands 
encompass 81 miles of salmon spawning streams.6 The village is located within the Lake and




Peninsula Borough. The IVC owns two Native Allotments along the Kvichak River and manages 
many tracts of land in the village under a lease with the Municipal Lands Trustee for the State 
of Alaska. Land ownership in Igiugig includes the: Alaska Department of Natural Resources, 
Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, Federal Aviation Association, Igiugig 
Native Corporation, Lake and Peninsula Borough, and many private landowners and businesses
Figure 4 Land Management (from Geist 2019).
Igiugig is characterized by low-lying geography, tundra interspersed with boreal forests and 
wetlands draining towards the Kvichak River. It lies within a transitional climate zone, however 
Alaska and arctic communities are experiencing extreme climate events such as wild fire, 
shorter winter season, erosion, and high air and water temperatures.7
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Figure 5 1981-2010 average climate data from weather stations closest to Igiugig
Population Demographics
Over the past two decades, Igiugig's population has increased from 33 
The most accurate up-to-date population count is managed by the IVQ 
in 2020 with 81% being Alaska Native.
to 50 residents (or 66%). 

















Figure 6 Igiugig Population (made from Vizzlo.com) Table 1 Census Data8
The year-round population ranges from 60-70 residents. The watershed is home to the largest 
run of red salmon in the world and draws over 2,000 seasonal visitors and 25 sport/commercial 
fishing operations to the community annually.9 Tourism continues to grow as the Kvichak River 
receives more publicity in national media. The 2007 FAA Igiugig Airport Layout Plan forecasted 
a growth rate of 1.5% for the airport's twenty-year planning period resulting in an estimated 
10,000 flights per year by 2027.10
Economy
Unlike most communities post-ANCSA, who followed the model of village corporations 
operating as the economic engines for the community, the IVC targets both the social and 
economic development of the community. The Igiugig Native Corporation sells seasonal land
8 (State of Alaska n.d.)
9 An estimate of seasonal visitors was calculated by polling 15 of the 25 commercial operators that use the Igiugig 




use permits to the sport fishing industry and there are at least twenty-four commercial users of 
the land base. This provides the corporation with operating monies, revenue to pay 
shareholder dividends, and cash for investment. When the village foresees a local development 
project (such as a health clinic, road access, etc), the two entities work together to leverage 
federal dollars for the benefit of all residents of Igiugig.
In the 1990s, IVC lead a path to economic self-sufficiency spurred by their exclusion from the 
Community Development Quota (CDQ) program despite the fact the entire community was 
invested in the Bristol Bay fishery as fishermen and permit holders. The leadership also sought 
to diversify the local economy to reduce single resource dependency. This path began with 
actively planning and mobilizing for economic development. From this process, a unique idea to 
form an 8(a) contracting company under the tribe emerged. The U.S. Small Business 
Administration has a program called 8(a) Business Development which is designed to help 
small, disadvantaged businesses compete in the marketplace and receive sole-source contracts 
or to form joint ventures and bid on contracts with the understanding that after five years of 
development the company would begin "transitioning" out of the program.11 This program is 
well-known in the Alaska Native Corporate world, however in 1998, the Igiugig tribal 
government formed Iliamna Lake Contractors, LLC (ILC), a certified 8(a) company. The Council 
believed it could train and use local talent and a limited amount of equipment to obtain jobs in 
the Lake Iliamna region. Additionally, it contracted with tribal programs to create training for 
local residents, acquire more equipment of its own, and begin to bid for larger projects.12
Owning a local construction company means that the tribe can plan, design, and build local 
roads and infrastructure. They can also bid on regional projects and offer seasonal employment 
for residents that no longer commercial fish. The tribe worked out an agreement with both the 
local and regional native corporations to open and maintain a gravel pit in Igiugig, paying a 
royalty to both entities and having a local materials source for construction projects.
Income and Employment
IVC is the largest employer in the community. In 2019, the tribal government hired 38 
employees, with a 74% local hire rate. Commercial salmon fishing is still an important part of 
the economy, and there are three commercial fishing drift permits, and one set-net permit 
locally owned. The median household income in Igiugig is $53,125.13
Current Infrastructure
The remote village is accessible by airplane or boat and there are is no road access. Igiugig must 
be completely self-sufficient and provide the necessary infrastructure to meet the needs of the 
growing community. There are scheduled air taxi and mail services to Igiugig using the State- 
owned runway. IVC maintains a barge landing, small boat launch, class III landfill, water 
treatment and distribution, sewage lagoon, tribal library operated in the school, seven rental
11 (The U.S. Small Business Administration n.d.)
12 (Iliamna Lake Contractors LLC n.d.)
13 (U.S. Census Bureau n.d.)
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homes, construction camp, an electric utility, giftshop, post office, clinic, washeteria, bulk fuel 
farm, etc.
Figure 7 Village Map14
03: FACILITY NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Summary of Identified Needs
This research project aimed to answer the question: "What type of cultural center will best 
serve the community members of Igiugig Village as well as visitors to the community?" In 
response to the question: "Do you think Igiugig needs a community center?" all agreed yes. It 
was also reported that the current gathering space called "the hangar" is wholly inadequate for 
balancing both work and visitors. The community has been using makeshift space at the airport 
hangar for monthly village council meetings, workshops, and/or gatherings. The space is not 
large enough to accommodate gatherings, and because it is also the headquarters of all the 
village business, there is a lot of disruptive through-traffic. The most commonly used facility is 
the school, which is operated and maintained by the Lake and Peninsula School District. The 
building is closed in the summer, and the IVC must file a facility use form to use the space for
14 (Igiugig Village Council n.d.)
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gathering. In addition, the IVC owns a local foods program with a greenhouse, however there is 
no commercial kitchen to create value-added products to sell (i.e. canned vegetables, spices, 
etc.). A community cultural center can serve as a multi-purpose building while also promoting g 
the tourism opportunities previously identified in the comprehensive strategic plan.
Data Collection and Analysis
IVC accepted the research project, interview protocol, strategies of inquiry, and the action­
items to-date. The mixed-methods approach prioritized a dialogue process that was carried out 
through (8) official council meetings, (4) community meetings, (7) interviews, and (4) surveys. 
The council meetings allowed for important project decisions to be made such as: inviting the 
proposed architect to visit, dedicating funds to construct the building, securing a long-term site 
lease, etc. Data from the community meetings and semi-structured interviews was transcribed 
and analyzed using thematic coding. The tribe approved the surveys to the lodges of which, 
four were returned. The information from the research was summarized in a draft program and 
submitted to the architect.
Figure 8 Community Engagement in Planning
Community Meetings
A total of four community meetings were held including two at the school, one at tribal 
headquarters, and one at my home. The focus of each meeting varied ranging from discussion 
of the function of the facility, the design preferences, site preferences, survey questions to 
consider, reviewing concept sketches, and research project updates. Participation was 
documented via sign-in sheet and a research log. The meetings were the only opportunity for 
the youth voice to be heard. The dialogue was open-ended with no agenda or time-limit. They 
were hosted in comfortable locations with an array of food.
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On August 24, 2018, thirty-six community members ranging from babies to elders met with the 
architect Jim Cutler and family at the school to learn about the process of designing a facility 
and to glean inspiration from his past projects. On June 6, 2019, twenty-nine people in the 
community gathered at the over-crowded hangar to discuss the function and site of the facility. 
The use and function of the facility was determined to serve both a primary audience (the 
community) and a secondary audience (the tourism sector). The community wanted to ask the 
lodges what they think their clientele would like to see, what they would be willing to pay for in 
terms of admission costs, and if there were scheduled performance times they would be 
interested in attending. This meeting was held without the architect, however he provided 
basic concept sketches of the center, which were well received by the community. The third 
meeting was held in August 2019. The architect presented 8"x14" papers of all the concept 
sketches and the community shared feedback on construction possibilities. The fourth meeting 
was a research project update held at the annual IVC meeting on December 11, 2019 and 
attended by the whole community. In all community meetings, residents were tasked to dream 
about the Igiugig community cultural center and share any ideas regardless of resources such as 
time, money, or personnel. These ideas were echoed and further elaborated on during the 
individual interviews.
Interviews
The interviews were opportunistic, meaning that that they conducted based on residents who 
were around and amenable to an interview. They were also purposive in that they aimed for a 
balance of gender, age, and position. Of the seven individuals interviewed, (1) was male and (6) 
were female. Participants ranged in age from 29-74 and (3) were elders. Two were non-Native 
employees of the village council. The interviews ranged from 10 to 45 minutes in length. They 
took place in residences, in a secure office location, and one was submitted electronically. The 
interviews were then analyzed and coded for key themes representing key design features and 
functions of the cultural center.
In addition to interviews, detailed questions were emailed to specific members of the 
community with specialized experience (e.g., someone who owns a commercial fish processing 
unit). Questions such as: "What size does the commercial kitchen need to be to accommodate 
eight people working at once?" were posed to provide specification to the design program 
throughout the data collection process. The interviews were the best method to collect 
comparison suggestions, such as: a "welcoming area like the King Salmon Visitor Center", a 
drumming area like the "Alaska Native Medical Center", or a fire pit that functions much like 
the one at Katmai Lodge. The suggestions from the interviews were used for two functions in 
the research process: 1) to create the survey to disseminate to lodges, and 2) to inform the 
program which was submitted to the architect.
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Figure 9 Interviews, Thematically Coded
Surveys
Based on the preliminary findings of the community meetings and individual interviews, a 
survey was drafted for the lodges. The draft survey was sent to the village council, grant 
administrator and archaeologist for input and authorization to disseminate. The database from 
the Igiugig Native Corporation land-use permit program of 24 annual commercial sport fishing 
users was used as the sampling frame. Of the 24 users, eight are location-based and have 
active customer accounts with IVC, meaning they either purchase fuel or use services from 
Igiugig. Those eight were invited to complete the survey via e-mail. The four surveys returned 
revealed feedback for the tribe to consider in the development of a tourism program. For 
example, the survey asked if a cultural center would be beneficial to their business, what their 
clientele would be interested in learning, what an expected range of admission fee would work 
best, if performances would be attended, etc. It also provided an opportunity to provide 
questions, comments, or concerns.
The survey served multiple purposes including: 1) to notify local area businesses and long-time 
customers of Igiugig about future plans for the development of a cultural center, 2) to inquire 
as to the types of tourism education that their clients were interested in, 3) to ensure that no 
businesses had concerns about the project, and 4) to build income projections based on the 
price of admission clients would be willing to pay. In addition, 14 of the 24 commercial 
operators using the Igiugig landbase were polled for visitor data since no specific database 
exists to access detailed information. Of the 14, a total self-reported number of 1,850 clients 
were calculated. All of this is useful information for the Igiugig Village when developing a
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tourism plan to help predict the size of the gathering space needed to accommodate visitors 
and to assess the amount of visitors that we can expect to visit the center.
The multiple strategies of inquiry resulted in an array of findings, which are organized into four 
sub-themes: facility function, site selection and development, specific design features, and 
cultural tourism opportunities as desired by the community and the local tourism sector.
Facility Function
In response to the question: "What does the community plan to use the center for?", the 
research revealed that the centers' main function should be to provide a year-round gathering 
space for the Igyararmiut for celebrations, creative pursuits, and two-way learning exchanges. 
The gathering space should reflect the indigenous values of sharing and reciprocity through 
education and food. For this purpose, the center should be able to accommodate a gathering of 
70-80 people at once. The interviews largely reflected the consensus findings of the community 
meetings, yet also identified unique functions that individuals would like to see incorporated in 
the center. For example, comments from the interviews diverged in what they would want to 
use the space for such as a place to learn Yup'ik language, learn crafts, extending the library, a 
meditation room. All findings, however, shared a common theme of using "the indoor space 
and forum for creative pursuits". The gathering space should also feature an open layout for 
showcasing Yup'ik dance, Yup'ik language circles, crafting and utility space for artist-in- 
residence guests to share their knowledge on trades such as pottery, and dance-fan making.
In addition, there was significant interest in subsistence and local foods processing which 
contributed to the commercial kitchen being identified as the second most important function. 
The commercial kitchen will need to accommodate the processing and storage of large wild 
game, and locally grown foods. The kitchen needs to be a certified commercial kitchen for the 
sale of food or products through the café and giftshop. As the community proceeds through the 
final design process, an important next step will be to understand the components of a certified 
commercial kitchen, and the design needs to incorporate significant storage for the intended 
activities.
ICCC Site Selection & Development
The process of site selection for developing the ICCC was much simpler than determining the 
main facility functions. Research participants were asked to consider potential sites regardless 
of land ownership. All three sites identified were along the Kvichak River, because participants 
unanimously decided that the site needed to be close to the water for the view, and that "being 
by the water is important." It was discussed how all Igiugig cultural sites, both past and present, 
are located at confluences of either rivers or creeks with commanding views of the land. If the 
building is truly to reflect the Igyararmiut identity (meaning "a people who belong to the place 
where Lake Iliamna is swallowed by the Kvichak River"), then the center should be located at 
the Igyaraq ("the throat"). A tract of land belonging to the Igiugig Native Corporation was 
deemed perfect to fulfill this need. The corporation board members all participated in the 
community meetings, and agreed to a long-term lease of the site.
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Site discussions also took into consideration environmental hazards (such as erosion) and 
physical developments and accessibility (i.e. roads, utilities, residences). The selected site is 
located within view of the Igiugig Airport, within affordable range of water line and electrical 
extensions, and along a very popular stretch of river that sport fishermen and locals use. The 
site was selected so quickly that site development drawings were drafted by a surveyor in 
January 2019. During a community review of the site plan, the feedback indicated that too 
much invasion on the landscape would not reflect Igyararmiut environmental values nor 
cultural identity. For example, the initial building lot and access driveway were proposed to be 
a large gravel-filled pad. Upon the community's feedback, the surveyor was requested to revise 
the drawings to expand the main access road into a small parking area, with a boardwalk as 
opposed to driveway for building access. The revised drawings resulted in a substantial 
decrease in wetlands fill, which made for a streamlined permitting process. The next step in 
order for the village council to meet the environmental review conditions for development is an 
archeological survey which is scheduled for spring 2020.
Building Design Features
It was emphasized by participants that in order to keep costs down and for the design to truly 
represent the Igyararmiut relationship with the land, local resources should be used to the 
greatest extent possible. For example, local sand and rock should be used to make concrete and 
the timber should be milled locally. The building should look traditional (e.g. be set into the 
land like a qasgiq, or Yup'ik men's house) and should feature a fire pit (either indoor or 
outdoor) for use in both cooking and gathering. The building should feature an open layout 
with expansive views and large windows with the design goal of "blending into the landscape." 
The building needs to incorporate alternative energy for affordable operations costs.
This research project resulted in the following: a) a determination of the ICCC's main purpose 
and functions, b) a site development plan, and c) a community informed program for design. 
The next step is to continue the planning process with the community and architect to achieve 
100% design of the center. At this point in time, the community is awaiting further drawings 
from the architect to continue the project. A final architectural design, based on the community 
input, will allow the village council to revise the vertical construction cost estimate and 
approach additional funding agencies to finish out the project. This final design will need to 
follow the same participatory approach as this research project. For example, there was 
community consensus that the center needs to feature a fire pit. Where that fire pit goes, what 
it will look like, and what its main functions will serve all need to be discussed and decided 
upon as the community reviews drawings. The final design should also be shared with the four 
lodges that participated in the research project to solicit feedback. This action would both 
reciprocate for their time and also potentially attract their investment (in fundraising for 
construction) and future business (visitors to the center).
Cultural Tourism Opportunities
The question, "What type of tourism experience do we want to provide?" was more challenging 
to answer however the interviews with community members and lodge surveys revealed 
several important findings. The collective community feedback was a starting point from which
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to build the survey for lodges. Survey questions included: "Would you be interested in sampling 
traditional foods?" "What would your clients be interested in seeing?" "What kinds of 
questions do your clients ask when they come here?" Interestingly, one elder informant 
explained that the cultural tourism offered should assert Igyararmiut rights -  such areas that 
are important for our berry picking and for putting up our fish. This informant saw the center as 
an opportunity to educate the visitors on the importance of our homelands to our way of life -  
in essence, how to be a respectful visitor to Igiugig. The interviews revealed that the types of 
tourists expected include: sport fishermen, eco-tourists, and "most people passing through 
Igiugig" because there are no specific spaces catering to visitors. The community expressed the 
desire to have creative spaces for tourists to see, a café and gift shop, and a launching point for 
additional tours of the community. The center should be able to accommodate lodge visitor 
groups of 20-30 people at one time, who will most likely be interested in learning about our 
way of life and the history of Igiugig in a condensed timeframe. There is opportunity to use the 
center as a launching point for village tours by bus and/or boat. There is also interest in both 
the community and business owners for tours and scheduled performances at the center.
It was a useful juxtaposition to have the community consider the tourism opportunities that the 
cultural center could provide, followed by actual responses from the lodge owners. The owners 
were enthusiastic for the project. According to one participant, "I love the idea of the cultural 
center. Not only is it interesting, but I think a lot of our clients would be very interested in 
knowing more." Another mentioned that their lodge sometimes attracts customers that do not 
necessarily want to fish everyday and could be flown over for an education on the history, 
village life, dance, etc. The largest of the operations surveyed however mentioned that they run 
a full program already, so carving out performance time and local bus tour would be difficult.
All lodges surveyed responded that they would advertise the center to their clientele and 
agreed with a price of admission ranged around $10-$25.00 per person. Each provided 
feedback on the types of questions their clients frequently ask about the village. The open- 
ended questions offered opportunities for feedback such as: not only is the gift shop important, 
but the community might consider improving the art department at the school to encourage 
more salable local craft items. In response to the question: "What would your clients be 
interested in learning about at a cultural center?", one lodge ranked their top three choices as 
the: 1) history of Igiugig, 2) village life, and 3) local food preparation. These tourism concepts 
should be developed into a full tourism program by the village council as an important next 
step.
Facility Program
The information from the mixed-methods process, was compiled into a draft facility program 
document, which was submitted to architect Jim Cutler in March 2020.
General Comments
- Open design
- Reflect the traditional architecture of the qasgiq ("men's house" of the Yup'ik people)
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- Primary use and purpose: main gathering space of Igyararmiut for learning and passing 
along culture such as: dance, language, food preservation and preparation, as well as a 
place to carry out governmental functions such as information sharing, public and tribal 
meetings, etc. A gathering space for meetings and subsistence commercial kitchen ranked 
the highest intended use of the facility.
- Secondary use and purpose: cultural tourism education building for showcasing the history 
and culture of the Igyararmiut for the tourists that pass through Igiugig each summer (a 
conservative count of 2019 tourists was 1,900). This would be aimed at generating revenue 
to operate and maintain the facility annually.
- Designed with intention of future expansion (i.e. phase 1 and 2, which would provide 
repository space for artifacts, etc.).
- Use of local materials as much as possible (timber, rock, sand).
- Energy efficient.
Site
- At the location where Lake Iliamna flows into the Kvichak River to reflect our identity as 
Igyararmiut.
- A good view of our only mountain: Big Mountain to the east.
- Sunrise and sunset views.
- Accessible from the beachfront (north) and the Barge Landing Road (south).
Details of Inside of ICCC
Main Entry: An area where one enters the center -  a transition area from outside to inside.
Easy access to:
- Outside: contains a large matted area to account for the amount of sand, mud, wet boots 
to be cleaned off with a bench and above shelving. An area to hang a large amount of 
community winter gear for colder months, or fishermen waders, etc. in summer. This has 
an option to be a screened in porch before entering the main center. Another thought 
could be for an outdoor spicket where a small hose could be set up to help wash sand off 
incoming kids.
- Business area: a small space to conduct office business, use supplies (stapler, hole punch, 
etc.), desktop, printer, copier, phone/internet, and place to pay/account for admission.
- Refreshment area: it is important for guests to feel welcomed with a station for coffee, 
water, and a sign in sheet for meetings or guest book for tourists. Behind the refreshments 
could be a 5' x 3' bulletin board to display village flyers and regional events/opportunities.
- Restroom facilities: bathrooms sized to accommodate a max group of 70-80. It would be 
nice to have boys/girls rooms equipped with one smaller toilet for the amount of youth we 
have -  but this is extra! Surfaces should be easy to sanitize with an in-floor drain.
- This entry would also be where guests, presenters, meeting prep gear would be carried to 
the central gathering area. It will not be used for hauling in kitchen or woodstove materials.
Secondary entry -  working entry: An area where large subsistence foods (such as a moose leg or
tote of fish) can be carted in and immediate access to the commercial kitchen. If  the fire pit is to
be wood fired, consideration should be given to easy access fo r bringing in and storing loads of
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chopped firewood. This is rough activity so it is important to note that there should not be 
anything on or along walls that can be bumped, banged, or damage flooring. It should also have 
surfaces easy to sanitize. The ceiling could be used as a place to hang drying medicinal herbs 
and other bulk gathered plants.
Easy access to:
- Commercial kitchen where the stove should be close to the entry for times of taking off 
large pressure cookers to carry outside to an outdoor deck. This also can be a screened in 
deck, and if so, should have room for a walk-in freezer (eventually). Currently, we 
anticipate large chest freezers, at least 2 (no larger than 8-10 feet long each). The kitchen 
plumbing and the restroom plumbing should all be in one centralized area to prevent 
freezing/bursting of pipes, and more efficient to keep heated. We need to be strategic 
about water shut-off valves since line bursts and floods are common here.
- Fire pit/stove (if it is to be wood fed).
Gathering Area: a circular area to host meetings where a screen can be used for showcasing 
video, presentations, etc. An area to practice and also showcase Yup'ik dancing (yuraq). An area 
where tables can be set up fo r group craft activities (groups are usually size 20-30), and also 
potlucks (up to 70 people). A picturesque backdrop or windows with good lighting fo r group 
photographs.
Easy access to:
- Storage for tables and chairs to be set up, taken down. Storage for craft items. Residents 
interested in a space to craft together expressed a desire for times to leave projects out 
without having to put them away. For example, in the winter, we may host a kuspuk 
making class. It would be nice to leave materials out for the week-long classes while the 
building isn't hosting tourists/visitors (May-October). There may be fancy storage units 
where folding tables can come down (like your office). This could serve dual purpose to 
providing eating space during potlucks.
- Commercial kitchen where food can prepped then displayed buffet style (commercial 
kitchen can have a window/bar for ease passing dishes from kitchen to gathering space. It 
can also work as a café bar for selling bakery and coffee items to visitors in the summer.
- Restrooms -  without the traffic heading to the bathroom disrupting events being 
showcased.
- The firepit -  can be a focal point of gathering area if it is not "in the way"
Commercial kitchen: an area where up to 8 adults can work processing large subsistence foods 
such as moose, caribou, seal, beaver, large quantities offish. Long countertop space will be 
needed to use commercial meat grinders, mixers, bone saws, vacuum sealers, pressure cookers, 
etc.
Some feature requests:
- In floor drain
- Easy access to the second entry and deck that should be phased to accommodate an 
eventual walk in freezer.
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- Appliances in kitchen: stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, hand washing station, large sinks for 
washing, rinsing and drying area, storage area for bulk products (cases of canning jars, bulk 
dry goods, dishes), microwaves.
- 1 -2 work islands.
- Walls that can be sprayed or use FRP board or tile for easy quick clean up and sanitizing.
- Roughly 30' x 18' should accommodate.
- Serving counter that passes through for easy access to main gathering area, refreshment 
station, can also operate as a register area for café sales in summer. Should consider 
accommodating a future café food display case (small size). If the counter is long enough, it 
could also be a nice way to have local foods displays during summer tourism.
Miscellaneous Details:
- High ceilings, exposed beams.
- There was a request for elevated viewing to see 360 degree views.
- The fire pit is a huge request, but not sure where it should be located -  centralized or 
closer to the kitchen. There was a desire for it to be an area for elder lounging, and also 
being able to offer using our traditional roasting sticks -  called maniaq. It ranked the 
highest design feature for comfort, but for facility needs -  the gathering space and 
commercial kitchen ranked higher.
- There was a request for classrooms, or perhaps ability for gathering room to have divided 
walls that can create classroom space when needed. Phase 2 additions could also provide 
for more classroom or research space.
- Transitioning from main entry to gathering space should be darker to reflect traditional 
tunnel entries, but would also accommodate a space for display cases featuring light- 
sensitive artifacts.
- The gift shop (about 12' x 2.5') that is currently housed at the hangar would like to also 
have sales at the cultural center. It is possible that the main entry "admissions" window 
could function as the café and giftshop register too -  so one window taking care of all those 
functions.
Proposed Site -  Access, Utilities, Ownership
A site was selected for the Igiugig Community Cultural Center. The site is located on a tract 
overlooking the Kvichak River and Lake Iliamna, Section 8, T. 10 S., R. 39W., Seward Meridian, 
and accessible via The Igiugig Barge Landing Road. It contains almost 7 acres. The water line will 
need to be extended from its terminus, and electricity will need to be extended from the 
transformer closest to the site. The land is owned by Igiugig Native Corporation, which has 
granted IVC a long-term lease for 50 years at a rate of $1 per year.
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Site Control Lease Agreement
LEASE AGREEMENT
THIS LEASE, made and entered into this 5,h day of January, 2019, by and between Igiugig Native
Corporation, P.O Box 4009, Igiugig, Alaska 99613, hereafter called “Lessor,” and Igiugig
Village Council, P.O Box 4008, Igiugig, Alaska 99613, hereafter called “Lessee.”
WITNESSETH:
The Parties hereto for the consideration hereinafter mentioned do covenant and agree as follows:
1. PREMISES. The Lessor hereby leases to the Lessee all o f its present and future interest 
in the following-described land in Igiugig, Alaska, to wit:
That portion of Section 8, T. 10 S., R. 39 W., Seward Meridian, Alaska, lying north of 
the Igiugig Barge Landing Access Road, containing approximately 6.925 acres, and
EXCEPTING THEREFROM the subsurface estate and all rights, privileges, 
immunities and appurtenances of whatsoever nature, accruing unto said estate 
pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of December 18,1971 (85 Stat. 
688, 704; 43 U.S.C 1601,1613(f) (1976), as reserved by the United States of America.
2. USE OF PREMISES, (a) The premises shall be used for the purpose of constructing and 
operating a community cultural center.
3. TERM. Lessee shall have and hold the described premises with their appurtenances for a 
term of not less than fifty (50) years beginning August 1, 2019.
4. PRICE. The Lessee shall pay the Lessor rent for the use of the premises in the annual 
amount o f one dollar (SI.00) per year, payment of which is hereby acknowledged be 
Lessor.
5. ASSIGNMENTS AND SUBLEASES. The lessee is hereby authorized to make subleases 
and assignments o f its leasehold interests in connection with development and operation of 
the Community Cultural Center. Each occupant, tenant, sublessee and assignee shall be 
subject to all terms and condition contained in this Lease.
6. IMPROVEMENTS. All improvements shall be and remain the property of the Lessee of 
its sublessees and assigns until the expiration of this lease. All such improvements shall 
become the property of the Lessor at the expiration of this lease.
7. QUIET ENJOYMENT AND WARRANTY. Lessor agrees that the Lessee and the 
occupants, tenants, residents, sublessees and assigns, shall peaceably and quietly hold, 
enjoy and occupy the leased premises for the duration of this lease without any hindrance, 
interruption, ejection or molestation by Lessor or by any person under Lessor’s control. 
Lessor warrants that it holds the title to the premises. Lessee’s interest under this lease is 
subject to valid existing rights, including but not limited to, those interests listed in the title
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documents whereby Lessor acquired the land, and those interests that are otherwise of 
record or ascertainable by physical inspection of the premises.
8. SURRENDER AND POSSESSION. If upon expiration or other termination of this lease, 
further use rights are not granted to the Lessee of its assigns by the Lessor, said Lessee or 
its assigns shall, upon demand, surrender to the Lessor complete and peaceably possession 
of the premises.
9. ASSENT NOT WAIVER OF FUTURE BREACH OF COVENANTS. No assent, 
express or implied, to any breach of any of the Lessee’s covenants, shall be deemed to be 
a waiver o f any succeeding breach o f any covenants.
10. UPON WHOM BINDING. It is understood and agreed that the covenants and agreements 
herein shall extend to and be binding upon the Lessee and its tenants, occupants, sublessees
STATE OF ALASKA 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
THIS IT TO CERTIFY that this 5th day of January, 2019, before me, a Notary Public in and for 
the State o f Alaska, personally appeared Julia Salmon, known to me to be the President of 
Igiugig Native Corporation, and they acknowledged to me that they executed this instrument 
as their free and voluntary act and deed for the uses and purposes set forth herein, pursuant to 
authority o f the Board of Direc
LESSEE: IGIUGIG VILLAGE COtWClL
AlexAnna Salmon, President 







The site development plan was drafted by surveyor Steve Smith in January 2019. The original 
site development plan proposed a large gravel fill pad, access road, and parking lot. The survey 
fill quantities were originally used to develop a site development cost estimate. However, to 
minimize impact to the wetlands, the site drawing was revised to instead widen the Barge 
Landing Road to provide for a parking lot. An access board-walk would then be constructed to 
the facility, and the building pad was reduced. These revised drawings were submitted in 
January 2020, however, the cost estimate needs to reflect the new design.




Site Development Cost Estimate
The site development cost estimate was completed in January 2019 for a funding application to 
the Department of Housing and Urban Development, Indian Community Development Block 
Grant. It needs to be revised to match the revised site drawings of 2020. However, the cost will 
likely be less due to the drastic decrease in gravel fill. The construction cost estimate was 
completed in 2019, but the facility construction is scheduled for 2021, so a contingencies and 
inflation factor of 5% has been applied.
The costs are comparable to similar site work and building construction completed in Igiugig. 
The estimates were calculated using labor valued at Davis Bacon wages. Equipment costs are 
based on a combination of Corps of Engineers Ownership and Operating Expense rates for 
Alaska, and standard Anchorage commercial monthly equipment rates. The price per cubic yard 
of D1 gravel fill was estimated at $35, and regular gravel fill at $15/yd which are the current 
rates at the Igiugig Gravel Pit.
Description Materials Labor Equipment Subcontract Total
Site Preparation 18,050 20,712 19,707.63 20,000 78,469.63
Site Improvements & 
Utility Extension
88,150 41,179.80 44,207.04 6,300 179,836.84
Water Line Extension & 
Septic Installation
123,756 33,938 25,615.18 25,500 208,809.18
Subtotal Costs $229,956 $95,829.80 $89,529.84 $51,800 $467,115.64
Figure 10 Site Development Cost Summary
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Site Preparation Cost Detail
2 Site Preparation Protect ID: Community Cultural Faciity
Descnption # units y-DS Rate Class Materials Labor Equipment SC Extension
Environmental Review and Permit application! 100 hr 50.00 4 - - - 5,000.00 5,000.00
Archeology review & W etlands Debneation 1 LS 15,000.00 4 - - - 15,000.00 15,000.00
Mobilize Crew to Project - - - - -
Plan on 3 charters to mobe/demobe 3 ea 2,800.00 1 8.400.00 - - - 8.400.00
- - - - -
Surveyor to stake out. set control, record 30 mh 150.00 2 - 4,500.00 - - 4,500.00
1 man station 30 hr 30.00 3 - - 900.00 - 900.00
Misc. consummables 1 LS 1,500.00 1 1,500.00 - - - 1,500.00
R&B tor surveyor 30 hrs 15.00 1 450.00 - - - 450.00
- - - - -
Contractor Testing for Proctor & Gradation 6 1 LS 5,000.00 1 5,000.00 - - - 5,000.00
- - - - - -
S o l erosion control: silt fence for 960LF 10 ea 45.00 1 450.00 - - - 450.00
Transport to site 500 # 0.50 1 250.00 - - - 250.00
Receive, store, handle. Loader Operator 2 mh 84.00 2 - 168.00 - - 168.00
Loader 966G 2 hr 136.92 3 - - 273.84 - 273.84
- - - - - -
It w fl take 2 men 1 day to n s ta l 24 mh 84.00 2 - 2,016.00 - - 2,016.00
- - - - -
At end, it w fl take 2 men .5 day to remove 12 mh 84.00 2 - 1,008.00 - - 1,008.00
- - - - -
- - - - -
Prepare SWPPP plan, f ie  NOIs 1 LS 2,000.00 1 2,000.00 - - - 2,000.00
SWPPP weekly inspection 5 mh 84.00 2 - 420.00 - - 420.00
- - - - -
Clear & Grub site - - - - -
Backhoe Cat 330B 8 hr 159.46 3 - - 1,275.68 - 1,275.68
Operator 8 mh 84.00 2 - 672.00 - - 672.00
Dump Truck 1 D300E 10 hr 176.59 3 - - 1,765.90 - 1,765.90
Driver 1 10 mh 84.00 2 - 840.00 - - 840.00
- - - - -
Excavate Organics & Dispose - - - - - -
750cubic yards/9cy/truck = 83 tnps - - - - - -
20 minute haul to disposal site. 40 mins RT - - - - - -
3 trucks hauling, dozer dozing the grubbed - - - - - -
material at waste location. - - - - - -
H aulng tin e  n  total = 1 8 .5  hrs - - - - - -
Excavator and Dozer = 18.5 hrs - - - - - -
Excavator Cat 330B 18.5 hr 159.46 3 - - 2,950.01 - 2,950.01
Dozer D-6RLGP 18.5 hr 125.94 3 - - 2.329.89 - 2,329.89
Truck 1 CatD300E 18.5 hr 176.59 3 - - 3.266.92 - 3,266.92
Truck 2 Ford 8000 18.5 hr 98.07 3 - - 1,814.30 - 1,814.30
Truck 3 International 18.5 hr 98.07 3 - - 1,814.30 - 1,814.30
Excavator Operator 18.5 mh 84.00 2 - 1,554.00 - - 1,554.00
Dozer Operator 18.5 mh 84.00 2 - 1,554.00 - - 1,554.00
Truck drivers x 3 55 mh 84.00 2 - 4,620.00 - - 4.620.00
- - - - - -
Dust control: water main roads during hauls - - - - - -
4000 gal. tank takes 1/2 hr ea. to load/unloac - - - - - -
Plan on refill and discharge 40 times - - - - - -
Driver 40 mh 84.00 2 - 3,360.00 - - 3,360.00
Water Truck 40 hr 82.92 3 - - 3,316.80 - 3,316.80
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
PAGE TOTAL 18,050.00 20,712.00 19,707.63 20,000.00 78,469.63
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Site Improvements and Utility Extension Cost Detail
3 Srte Improvements & Utilrty Extension Protect ID: Community Cultural Facility
Description # units Type Rate Class Materials Labor Equipm ent ■SC Extension
Gravel Pad and Access Driveway - - - - - -
G eotex tie  fabric 12000 SF 1.50 1 18,000.00 - - - 18,000.00
Freight 7500 # 0.50 1 3,750.00 - - - 3,750.00
Receive, handle, store 5 mh 84.00 2 - 420.00 - - 420.00
loader 966G 5 hr 136.92 3 - - 684.60 - 684.60
Labor to ro l ou t and m stal, 2 people, 2 days 48 mh 84.00 2 - 4,032.00 - - 4,032.00
Skid Steer 95XT 8 hr 53.37 3 - - 426.96 - 426.96
- - - - -
Haul place and com pact borrow - - - - - -
Material Cost 2060 cy 15.00 1 30,900.00 - - - 30,900.00
2060cubic yards/9 cy per truck -  229 tnps - - - - - -
20 m inute tnp to borrow site. 40 mins RT - - - - - -
Hauling time in to ta l = 1 5 3  hrs/3 trucks= 51hrs - - - - - -
Loader 966G  at pit to load 51 hr 136.92 3 - - 6,982.92 - 6,982.92
Dump trucks to hau l (3) 153 hr 124.24 3 - - 19,008.72 - 19,008.72
Dozer D4 to spread 51 hr 53.79 3 - - 2,743.29 - 2 ,743.29
Com pactor to com pact 51 hr 71.92 3 - - 3,667.92 - 3,667.92
Surveyor 15 mh 150.00 2 - 2,250.00 - - 2,250.00
Dozer operator 51 mh 84.00 2 - 4,284.00 - - 4,284.00
Loader operator 51 mh 84.00 2 - 4,284.00 - - 4,284.00
Truck Drivers (3) 153 mh 84.00 2 - 12,852.00 - - 12,852.00
W ater truck for compaction 5 hr 82.92 3 - - 414.60 - 414.60
W ater truck driver 5 mh 84.00 2 - 420.00 - - 420.00
Com pactor O perator 5 mh 84.00 2 - 420.00 - - 420.00
Electric and Telephone th irty  Extension to Sit - - - - - -
25 p a r  te lephone, 6 pair te lephone, - - - - - -
4 /0  electric service kne 1100 LF 20.00 1 22,000.00 - - - 22,000.00
Transformer & Base 3000 LS 1.00 1 3,000.00 - - - 3,000.00
Linem an 3 days to complete 3 days 1,800.00 4 - - - 5,400.00 5,400.00
Truck for lineman 3 days 150.00 4 - - - 450.00 450.00
Laborer to assist lineman 30 mh 84.00 2 - 2,520.00 - - 2,520.00
R&B for lineman 30 mh 15.00 4 - - - 450.00 450.00
560 backhoe 24 hr 100.48 3 - - 2,411.52 - 2 ,411.52
Backhoe Operator 24 mh 84.00 2 - 2,016.00 - - 2,016.00
Plate Compactor to compact road 24 hr 40.00 3 - - 960.00 - 960.00
Haul, place 6" crushed qravel & compact - - - - - -
Material Cost 300 cy 35.00 1 10,500.00 - - - 10,500.00
300cubic yards/9 cy per truck = 33 tnps - - - - - -
20 m inute tnp to gravel site. 40 mins RT - - - - - -
Hauling time in to ta l -  22 hrs/2 trucks=11hrs - - - - - -
Loader 966 at pit to load 11 hr 136.92 3 - - 1,506.12 - 1,506.12
Dump trucks to hau l (2) 22 hr 98.07 3 - - 2,157.54 - 2,157.54
Truck Drivers (2) 22 mh 84.00 2 - 1,848.00 - - 1,848.00
Loader operator 11 mh 84.00 2 - 924.00 - - 924.00
Place & compact D-1 w/ dozer & compactor - - - - - -
D4 Dozer 11 hr 53.79 3 - - 591.69 - 591.69
Compactor 6 hr 71.92 3 - - 431.52 - 431.52
Dozer operator 11 mh 84.00 2 - 924.00 - - 924.00
Com pactor operator 6 mh 84.00 2 - 504.00 - - 504.00
W ater truck for compaction 2 hr 82.92 3 - - 165.84 - 165.84
W ater truck driver 2 mh 84.00 2 - 168.00 - - 168.00
French drain in s ta l fo r qravel pad & septic - - - - -
drain rock 200 cy/9 yds per truck -  22 tnps - - - - -
40 mins RT to site = 15 hrs 15 mh 84.00 2 - 1,260.00 - - 1,260.00
Dump truck to haul 15 hr 136.92 3 2,053.80 2,053.80
Loader 966 a t pit to load 15 mh 136.92 2 - 2,053.80 - - 2,053.80
Excavator 330 to place drain 15 hr - - - - -
15 hr - - - - -
PAGE TOTAL |___________ |___________ | 68 .150.00 41,179.80 44,207.04 6 ,300.00 179,836.84
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Water Line Extension and Septic Installation Cost Detail
4 Water Line Ext and Septic Installation Project ID: Communrty Cultural Faoilrty
Description # units -yoy Rate Class Materials Labor Equipment SC Extension
Freight Cost for electrical, water ext. and sept - - - - - -
supplies; plan to charter 3 DC-3 3 LS 6,500.00 4 - - - 25,500.00 25,500.00
Procure and Ins ta l 24’  pipe culvert for 50 LF 25.00 1 1250 - - - 1.250.00
access road 2 people a 1/2 day 12 mh 84.00 2 1,008.00 - - 1,008.00
Excavator 330B 6 hr 159.46 3 - 956.76 - 956.76
Excavator operator 6 mh 84.00 2 504.00 - - 504.00
Plate Compactors 6 hr 106.00 3 - 636.00 - 636.00
- - - -
Drain rock: french drain, pad. culvert, septic 200 cy 35.00 1 7000 - - - 7,000.00
Septic Tank and Leech Field, 2000 qal. tank 1 LS 1,700.00 1 1700 - - - 1,700.00
100 sheets 2’ x2ax8' Bkieboard Insulation 100 LS 12.00 1 1200 - - - 1,200.00
misc. Septic Materials 1 LS 2,000.00 1 2000 - - - 2,000.00
Laborers to Ins ta l (2) 40 mh 84.00 2 3,360.00 - - 3,360.00
Excavator 330B 20 hr 159.46 3 - 3,189.20 - 3,189.20
Dozer D6 20 hr 125.94 3 - 2,518.80 - 2,518.80
Excavator Operator 20 mh 84.00 2 1,680.00 - - 1,680.00
Dozer Operator 20 mh 84.00 2 1,680.00 - - 1,680.00
Landscaping - - - - -
25 CY of topso i, place 4 ’  over septic field - - - - -
Material Cost 20 cy 15.00 1 300 - - - 300.00
20cubic yards/9 cy per truck = 2 trips - - - - -
20 minute trip to qravel site, 40 mins RT - - - - -
Hauling time in total = 3/4ths hr for 2 trucks - - - - -
Loader 966 at pit to load 0.75 hr 136.92 3 - 102.69 - 102.69
Dump trucks to haul (2) 1.5 hr 98.07 3 - 147.11 - 147.11
Truck Drivers (2) 1.5 mh 84.00 2 126.00 - - 126.00
Loader operator 0.75 mh 84.00 2 126.00 r  _ - 126.00
Excavator 320 to spread topso i 1.5 hr 93.68 3 - 140.52 - 140.52
Excavatr 320 Operator 1.5 mh 84.00 2 126.00 - - 126.00
2024 SF of Rydroseeding over Septic Field 2024 SF 0.25 1 506 - - - 506.00
Turf master to place the mulch/seed mix 6 hr 110.00 3 - 660.00 - 660.00
Hydroseed laborers (2 people) 12 mh 84.00 2 1,008.00 - - 1,008.00
- - - - -
Water line extension - - - - -
4" arctic pipe from terminal to bldq pad 1100 LF 50.00 1 55000 - - - 55,000.00
misc. insulated joint supplies, heat trace, etc. 1 LS 50,000.00 1 50000 - - - 50,000.00
HDPE water pipe, 500’ oo i 2200 LF 1.50 1 3300 - - - 3,300.00
- - - -
It w i  take 4 ppM  wk to extend tone 1100 LF - - - -
2 laborers to lay pipe & fittings, op plate comp 140 mh 84.00 2 11,760.00 - - 11,760.00
backhoe 320 70 hr 136.92 3 - 9,584.40 - 9,584.40
backhoe operator 70 mh 84.00 2 5,880.00 - - 5,880.00
plate compactor 70 hr 40.00 3 - 2.800.00 - 2,800.00
skidsteer to backffl 70 hr 53.37 3 - 3.735.90 - 3,735.90
skidsteer operator 70 mh 84.00 2 5,880.00 - - 5,880.00
Final Road Gradinq 10 mh 114.38 3 - 1,143.80 - 1,143.80
Final Gradinq Operator 10 hr 80.00 2 800.00 - - 800.00
commercial service connection fee 1 LS 1,500.00 1 1500 - - - 1,500.00
PAGE TOTAL 123756 33,938.00 25,615.18 25,500.00 208.809.18
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Facility Concept Design
The draft facility concept sketches were prepared in January 2019 by Jim Cutler for the IVC 
application to the Department of Housing and Urban Development, Indian Community Block 
Grant Program. The sketches were reviewed by focus group meeting in August 2019.
A concept drawing of the leased lot, showing access via Fish Camp 
Road, and not the Barge Landing Road. Due to Fish Camp Road not 
being a public access, the updated design concept will need to show 
access via Barge Landing Road.
A concept sketch depicting the community cultural center in relation to the Kvichak River 
and Lake Iliamna.
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Concept sketch of the interior gathering space with a view overlooking the water. The space 
is designed to feel like the interior of the qasgiq, or traditional "men's communal house" of 
the Yup'ik people.
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Ownership and Management Structure
The IVC will own, operate and maintain the ICCC. It has adopted an operations and 
maintenance (O&M) plan through May 2027, at which time the council will renew the plan. 
Annual expenses total an estimated $23,334 and IVC resolved to commit funds for the annual 
operation expenses. The breakdown lists estimated income as possible sources of revenue to 
offset operational costs; however, this list does not include additional tourism income from the 
sale of tickets for cultural performances or the sale of goods at the gift store. The council is not 
reliant on the listed sources of income in order to maintain and operate the facility. They are 
included in the table to show that there will be steady income from the activities of the 
Community Cultural Center once constructed, based on current and ongoing village operations.
Table 2 ICCC Operating Income & Expense
Igiugig Community Cultural Facility Annual Budget 2020
EXPENSE BUDGET TOTAL
Janitor
Janitor 5 hrs a wk x  52 wks @ £20/hr £5,200
Cleaning Supplies LumpSum £1,500
Maintenance
Snow Removal 5 hrs x  5 months x  £20/hr £500
Fire Safety Lump Sum £150
Facility Repairs 5 hrs x  12 months x  £25/hr £1,500
Lights LumpSum £500
Utilities
Clectridty 500k wh x  .SOft x 12 months £5,454
Garbage Removal $2 5/ month x  12 months £300
Commercial Water Fee £50/month* 12 months £720
Septic Pump Out twice annually £100
Propane for Kitchen 3 x  100#/year £660
Heating Fuel




INCOME SOURCE ESTIMATE TOTAL
Igiugig Native Corporation: language support £1000/month a 12 months £12,000
Commercial Kitchen Rental by Local Foods/Coffee Shop £1000/month* 12 months £12,000
Meeting Space Rental by Outside Service Providers £100/day x  I S  days annually £1,500
Makuryat Dance Group Performance Charge £50 per performance x  2/w kx 20 wks £2,000
Gift Shop Rental Space Lump Sum £2,000
TOTAL INCOME £29,500
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Operations and Maintenance Summary
1. Daily or other periodic maintenance activities: the IVC will perform daily maintenance 
and preventative maintenance at the Community Cultural Center. The IVC will maintain 
the grounds and physical plant in such condition that it may be used for its intended 
purpose. IVC will employ a Maintenance/Janitorial employee with full-time 
responsibility for the Community Cultural Center. The IVC shall be responsible for fuel 
costs, electrical costs, and water and sewer fees for the Community Cultural Center.
2. The IVC shall be responsible for the replacement of non-insurance covered items 
including water pumps, booster pumps, furnaces and heaters, hot water heaters, 
lavatory fixtures and any other physical plant items which may either become damaged, 
destroyed or quit running.
3. Capital improvements or replacement reserves for repairs: The O&M Plan states that 
Igiugig Village shall be responsible for capital improvements or replacement reserves for 
repairs as needed, such as replacing the roof.
4. Fire and liability insurance: the IVC will carry sufficient fire insurance and liability 
insurance to cover loss of the structure and the contents within the building.
5. Security: the IVC will cooperate with cognizant agencies in meeting all requirements of 
Risk Management in providing physical security to the Community Cultural Center.
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Igiugig Operations and Maintenance Plan
Igiugig Operations and Maintenance Plan 
Community Cultural Center
PURPOSE
This plan had been adopted by the Igiugig Village Council to insure the viable operation and 
m aintenance of the Igiugig Comm unity Cultural Center. It defines the responsibilities of the Igiugig 
Village Council in maintenance, repair, and replacem ent of items not covered by insurance and clearly 
identifies responsibilities and resources.
This plan provides guidance to Igiugig Village Council members and employees and 
represents an adopted policy of the council. The minimum timeframe of the plan is through 
May 2027 at which time the Council may elect to extend the timeframe.
As owner of the Com m unity Cultural Center, Igiugig Village Council, through its Tribal 
Adm inistrator and other employees as designated shall be responsible for upkeep, preventative 
maintenance, general maintenance, consumables, emergency repairs (within the scope of local 
capacity), non-routine maintenance, and major replacement of the physical plant of the Comm unity 
Cultural Center. Physical plant means grounds, foundation, structure, interior furnishings, heating, 
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC), water and sewer connections and electrical.
IN THE EVENT OF OIL SPILL OR OTHER HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENT THE FIRST IGIUGIG 
VILLAGE COUNCIL EMPLOYEE MADE AW ARE OF THE EVENT SHALL NOTIFY THE VILLAGE 
ADM INISTRATOR OR PUBLIC SAFETY AND THE IGIUGIG VILLAGE COUNCIL ADM INISTRATOR.
THE ALASKA DEPARTM ENT OF ENVIRONM ENTAL CONSERVATION SHALL BE NOTIFIED AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE OF ANY OIL SPILL OR OTHER HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENT.









Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
Alaska Village Electric Cooperative
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
Igiugig Village Council
Office of Environmental Health
RESPONSIBILITIES
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Igiugig Village Council will employ a M aintenance/Janitorial employee with full-tim e 
responsibility for the Com m unity Cultural Center.
Igiugig Village Council will maintain the grounds and physical plant in such condition that it may 
be used for its intended purpose.
Igiugig Village Council shall be responsible for fuel costs, electrical costs, and water and sewer 
fees for the Com m unity Cultural Center.
Igiugig Village Council will carry sufficient fire insurance and liability insurance to cover loss of 
the structure and the contents within the building.
Maintenance will be routine and ongoing and shall include all manners of undertakings by 
qualified personnel to ensure that functionality and life safety of the Com m unity Cultural Center. 
Particular attention shall be given in wintertim e to snow removal from all designated entrance/exits.
Daily janitorial service shall be provided by Igiugig Village Council in accordance with all HUD 
required standards and practices. Igiugig Village Council employees with m aintenance/janitorial 
responsibilities in the Com m unity Cultural Center shall undergo instruction in the areas deemed 
necessary to complete the tasks outlined in this plan.
Igiugig Village Council will employ only qualified personnel to serve in m aintenance/janitorial 
positions. The Council in a Job Description shall describe qualifications.
MAINTENANCE 
Minor Repairs and Maintenance
Minor repairs will be performed on a regular basis to restore the Com m unity Cultural Center to 
a condition substantially equivalent to its original condition.
Replacement of consumables shall include:
Heating fuel,




Furnace or heater igniters, fuel pumps and other minor parts.
Igiugig Village Council shall maintain a stock of consum ables drawn up from the original parts 
takeoff on the Com m unity Cultural Center. Such supply shall be maintained as belonging solely to the 
Com m unity Cultural Center.
Major replacements:
Igiugig Village Council shall be responsible for the replacement of non-insurance covered items 
including water pumps, booster pumps, furnaces and heaters, hot water heaters, lavatory fixtures and 
any other physical plant items which may either become damaged, destroyed or quit running. Igiugig
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Village shall be responsible for capital improvements or replacement reserves for repairs as needed, 
such as replacing the roof.
PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
Igiugig Village Council will take action to avoid or minimize the need for costly measures at some 
time in the future through regular methodical inspections, Igiugig Village Council will cooperate with and 
abide by inspections performed by cognizant agencies.
"Regular methodical inspections" include:
• Scheduled checking, adjusting, cleaning and lubricating of heating and other equipment,
• Periodic checking of ranges, hot water heaters, space heaters and refrigerators for
mechanical performance and for needed replacement of worn parts in all other 
electromechanical equipment,
• Checking and repairing plumbing fixtures,
• Periodic painting
• Inspecting utility delivery systems for corrosion and control,
• Inspecting for condensations, dam pness and fungus in wood, and for rust in iron
components, and taking appropriate corrective measures.
• Correcting erosion and drainage deficiencies,
• Regularly inspecting and maintaining fire and smoke alarms.
Checklists will be developed in cooperation with stakeholder agencies and departments.
SECURITY
Igiugig Village Council shall cooperate with the Igiugig Public Safety Department and the Village 
Public Safety Officer in ensuring physical security including prevention of vandalism. Igiugig Village 
Council will cooperate with stakeholder agencies in meeting all requirements of Risk Management in 
providing physical security to the Com m unity Cultural Center.
EMERGENCIES
Maintenance staff shall be on 24-hour call to respond to physical plant emergencies at the 
Com m unity Cultural Center including loss of heat, loss of water pressure, and electrical malfunction and 
vandalism.
FUNDING
The Igiugig Com m unity Cultural Center will be operated and maintained by IVC personnel, from 
funds generated from the rental of the apartment and commercial kitchen within the facility, and 
through ticket sales for cultural performances and events held at the Com m unity Cultural Center.
Additional funds are allocated annually in the tribal budget for the operation of meeting space 
and will be drawn upon for the Com m unity Cultural Center as needed. These funding sources include 
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and com m unity revenue sharing with the Lake and Peninsula Borough.
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Igiugig Village Council has received initial site development funding for the ICCC. A project 
development team has been identified to carry out the remaining tasks. These tasks include 
completing the 100% building design, completing the Environmental Review Record, and 
developing a fundraising strategy.
Project Development Team
The IVC will manage the ICCC development project. Cutler-Anderson Architects will complete a 
final design of the center. The tribally owned Iliamna Lake Contractors construction company 
will build the center. Igiugig also has two resident carpenters who have helped construct 
homes, the hangar, recycling center, and other projects in the village.
• Project Director: Karl Hill, General Manager, Iliamna Lake Contractors. This position is 
responsible of the implementation of project activities and operations in accordance 
with grant agreements and contracts. Duties include: coordinating staff, contractors, 
organizations, and departments to meet project goals, budgets and timelines. Karl is a 
well-qualified engineer with a successful management record that demonstrates 
projects that are consistently completed efficiently, safely, and with the highest 
standards.
• Grant Administration: AlexAnna Salmon, President, Igiugig Village Council. She has 
worked for IVC in different capacities since 2001 including administrator and chief 
grants and contracts coordinator. Her experience includes construction of the Igiugig 
Health Clinic, Public Safety Housing Project, and other village infrastructure. She will 
oversee the project grant administration, and successful closeout.
• Financial Management: Sandy Alvarez, Chief Financial Officer, Igiugig Village Council. 
Sandy Alvarez (IVC) has served as the chief financial officer of the village council, 
successfully managing financial reporting for twenty-eight years. She is responsible for 
maintaining the budget, subcontracts, accounting services, timely financial reporting, 
and coordinating the annual audit. She is highly qualified for the position. Over the last 
two decades Sandy Alvarez has led the Village of Igiugig in its achievement of 
remarkable financial stability. She led the Village in successful implementation of GASB 
34 accounting requirements in 2003 without any noted exceptions or issues. IVC is 
subject to annual Federal and State Single-Audits under the General Accounting Offices 
of the United States and Alaska. Opinions issued under these audits have been 
unqualified, indicating no major accounting or compliance issues during the course of 
various audits.
• Facility Designer: James L. Cutler, principal architect, Cutler-Anderson Architects. He will 
work from the facility program to design a community cultural center that will meet the 
needs and expectations of the community. His firm, located on Bainbridge Island, 
Washington, has received six National Honor Awards from the American Institute of 
Architects. He has designed over 300 residential, commercial, and cultural projects 
around the world.
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Budget and Cost Estimates -  January 2019
For planning purposes, a cost estimate was developed for the ICCC based on 2,000 square feet. 
The cost per square foot (SF) of a commercial building was estimated at $. IVC constructed a 
2,214 SF, Best Energy Efficiency Standard home with complete site development for $258 per 
SF in 2011; adjusted at 5% construction inflation makes this $421 per SF in 2021 dollars. This 
preliminary cost estimate will need to be re-evaluated once 100% design has been reached.
Gross Floor Area = 2,000 SF estimated Total Cost
Site Preparation $78,470
Site Improvements & Utility Extension
(including access driveway, telephone, electric) $178,840
Water Line Extension & Septic Installation $208,810
2000 SF Building Construction @ $450/SF
(including shipping, materials, labor) $900,000
General Requirements $20,000
Contingencies and Inflation $45,000
Land $12,119
Architectural Fees $57,000
Furnishing, Fixtures, etc. $67,881
Subtotal Building Construction $1,568,120
Igiugig General Management, Oversight, Audit @ 10% $156,812
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $1,724,932
Leveraged Sources of Funding
Igiugig Village Council is able to leverage a high percentage of resources needed to bring this 
priority project to fruition. The leveraged resources include:
• Igiugig Native Corporation has provided the land needed for the project valued at 
$12,118.75 ($1750/acre x 6.925 acres). The land valuation of $1750 per acre is based on 
the recent appraisal of a nearby comparable site along the Kvichak River (see attached 
Pecks Creek Land Appraisal).
• Igiugig Village Council commits a cash match of $1,044,812.00 for construction costs 
provided by Igiugig Village Council tribal funds because this is the village's highest 
capital improvement priority. The Village Council has committed this amount and has 
the cash funds in hand to contribute to the project. The total includes $20,000 from the 
Lake and Peninsula Borough Capital Fund for Igiugig. The Council intends to apply for 
funding from private foundations in the next six months to offset the tribal funds 
needed for this project, such as from Rasmuson Foundation, Igiugig Native Corporation, 
and Bristol Bay Development Fund.
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• Cutler-Anderson Architects has donated architectural design services for the project 
(see attached letter of commitment). James Cutler is a registered architect in Alaska 
and the value of his services is $57,000 based on standard fees of the American Institute 
of Architects (AIA) and his previous projects.
• A 2018 Department of Housing and Urban Development, Indian Community 
Development Block Grant (ICDBG) was applied for and awarded in the amount of 
$600,000 for the site development of the center.
• Commercial kitchen equipment was purchased with a First Nations Development Grant 
in 2016 for $17,419.71 and the current value, with depreciation, is $11,001 the Village 
Council to use in a commercial kitchen (which did not yet exist). The equipment has 
been delivered for use in the Community Cultural Center and will offset the cash needed 
to purchase these items under furnishings and fixtures. Receipts for each item are on 
file in the IVC offices, which include:
Commercial Refrigerator $2003.80 
Commercial Freezer $2497.70 
Commercial Oven Range $1695
Commercial Espresso Machine and Coffee Grinder $3850
Vacuum Sealer Machine $5206
Stainless Steel Tables (4) $799.46
Stainless Steel Sink 1,367.75
Original Price : $17,419.71
Current Value: $11,001
Land Value from Igiugig Native Corporation Lease $12,119
First Nations Development Institute - Kitchen Equipment $11,001
Cutler-Anderson Architects - donated services $57,000
Lake and Peninsula Borough Capital Fund for Igiugig $20,000
Private Foundation Requests $450,000
(Applying to Rasmuson Foundation, Bristol Bay 
Development Fund, Igiugig Native Corporation in 2019)
Village of Igiugig $574,812
(Also guarantees an additional $450,000 if other 
grant applications are not funded)
Total Funding Sources $1,124,932
Balance needed from ICDBG $600,000
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Igiugig Village Council Resolution of Funding Support for ICCC
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Igiugig Native Corporation Letter of Support
IGIV^GIG K IA T IV 6  C O R PO R A T IO N
P . O .  S O X  4 0 0 9
I G l U C l C j ,  A K  9 9 6 1 3 _________________________________________________________________________________ ____________
Phone: {907)533-3211 or Fax: (907)533-3217 www.igiuHig.com e-mail: inc1971@gmail.com
January 6,2019
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Public and Indian Housing 
Washington, DC 20410-5000
Re: Letter of Support for igiugig Community Cultural Center 
To Whom It May Concern:
Igiugig Native Corporation is the surface estate owner of 66,000 acres of land around Igiugig and 
operates a land use program where upwards of 25 commercial operators in the Bristol Bay region 
apply for permits to store river boats, fish or other recreational activities on our landbase.
The Community of igiugig completed comprehensive planning in 2008 and a cultural center was 
identified as one of the highest priorities for tourism development, and to serve unmet needs in 
the community such as a commercial kitchen, meeting space, and a place to celebrate culture.
The two main entities -  Igiugig Native Corporation and Igiugig Village Council -  work in 
partnership to implement community priorities to improve the quality of life for our residents.
For this reason, Igiugig Native Corporation has signed a long term lease with Igiugig Village 
Council for one of our prime tracts of land, a parcel that overlooks the river and lake, and is close 
to public road and utility access. The purpose of this lease is to develop a community cultural 
center, where our entity will be able to host meetings, sponsor cultural learning workshops, and 
will provide essential infrastructure that the village currently lacks.
Igiugig Native Corporation is committed to this project being undertaken by Igiugig Village 
Council, and humbly urges the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development to also 
support the community cultural center.
T h a n k  y o u .
JuliLoalmon
President, Igiugig Native Corporation
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Cutler-Anderson Letter of Support
Cu tler A n d e rso n  A rch ite cts 135 Parfitt Way SW Bainbridge Island, Washington 98110
January 6, 2019
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Public and Indian Housing 
Washington, DC 20410-5000
Re: Letter of Commitment for Community Cultural Center 
To Whom It May Concern:
Thank you for this opportunity to support Igiugig Village Council's grant application 
under the Community Development Block Grant Program for Indian Tribes and Alaska 
Native Villages.
I  became acquainted with AlexAnna Salmon about ten years ago and was delighted to 
visit Ig iugig Village in August 2018 to learn more about the proposed Community 
Cultural Center. I  was impressed by the unique landscape and cultural history of the 
village. I  look forward to collaborating with the Igiugig community to create a building 
that not only functions well, but also emotionally connects all users to the local culture 
and land.
This letter verifies my commitment to provide Schem atic design services for the 
project free of charge. I will partner for further design development, technical design, 
contract documents, negotiation, and construction administration, and will not bill for 
my personal services but will charge for my staff time, to see this project to fruition. I  
have provided sketches for the application.
l a m a  registered architect in Alaska and the value of my services is $57,000 based on 
the American Institute of Architects (A IA) recommendations as well as my previous 
work on sim ilar projects such as Cape Fox Lodge in Ketchikan, the Carving Center in 
Saxm an and the Bloedel Education Center in Washington State.
My previous designs have received awards for energy efficiency and I am dedicated to 
achieving high levels of energy efficiency as well as the other priorities of the 
community.
I  look forward to working on this project for completion within the three-year timeline. 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions.
Thank you,
l£m es Cutler, FAIA
office phone: (206) 842-4710 website: cutler-anderson.com
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Lake and Peninsula Borough CIP Fund
Lake a n d  Peninsula Borough
P.O. Box 495 




TO: Igiugig Village Council
ATTN: AlexAnna Salmon 
P O Box 4008 
Igiugig, AK 99613
Deal' AlexAnna,
This is to inform the Igiugig Village Council o f the balance o f funds held by Lake and Peninsula 
Borough for Capital Projects by the Igiugig Village Council. The amount o f funds as of January 
8, 2019 is $20,000.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 907 246-3421.
Mark A. Stahl, Finance Officer 
Lake and Peninsula Borough
Chignik Bay • Chignik Lagoon • Chignik Lake • Egegik • Igiugig • lliamna • Ivanof Bay • Kokhanok • Levelock 
Newhalen • Nondalton • Pedro Bay • Perryville • Pilot Point • Pope Vannoy • Port Alsworth • Port Heiden • Ugashik
Sincerely,
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ICDBG Funding Award Notification 2019
ill Ш ^
%  DE'l̂ 0
^ЕМГО-f h %
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Region X -  Anchorage Field Office 
Alaska Office of Native American Programs
3000 C Street, Suite 401 
Anchorage, AK 99503-3914 
www.hud.gov/akonap
JUN I B  3019
AlexAnna Salmon, President 
Igiugig Village 
PO Box 4008 
Igugig, AK 99613
Subject: Indian Community Development Block Grant Program 
Grant Application Number B18SR020194 
Grant Approval Notification
Dear President Salmon:
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Alaska Office of Native 
American Programs (AKONAP) is pleased to inform the Igiugig Village (IV) that the following 
project included in your Indian Community Development Block Grant (ICDBG) application has 
been selected for funding. As a result, a Grant Agreement has been authorized in the amount of 
5600,000 for the new construction of a community center.
In order to expedite the process for reserving funds, the AKONAP has scanned and emailed 
the funding documents. Please print the Funding Approval/Agreement, form HUD-52734-A, sign 
and date and either scan and email to AKONAP to the attention of the Grants Management 
Specialist identified at the end of this letter or fax a copy to (907) 677-9807. Please keep a copy 
on file.
Registration with cLOCCS is required to access grant funds. Please refer to the enclosed 
Recipient Guidance 2014-08(R) dated August 12, 2014, for instiuctions on registering in Secure 
Systems and in eLOCCS. Please contact the office should you need any additional assistance.
Also enclosed are a Direct Deposit Sign-Up Form (SF-1199 A) and a Line of Credit Control 
System (LOCCS) Access Authorization Form (HUD-27054E). Please complete and return the 
original forms along with a cancelled check as soon as possible to AKONAP to establish a 
LOCCS account.
The IV is now authorized to incur costs for this grant. However, no funds shall be obligated 
or expended on this project until the environmental review process, pursuant to 24 CFR Part 58, 
is completed. Accordingly, the AKONAP has placed an automatic LOCCS review “edit” on the
Request for Release of Funds (RROF), form HUD 7015.15, or correspondence confirming 
completion of the environmental review for a project not requiring a RROF,
subject grant. This review edit will be removed upon receipt and approval of the recipient’s
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Please fioCe the special conditions included in fcdoclc 7 of form Funding
ApprtvlllMgreerTKnt. Special condJlions must be resolved and released in wtitin£ by AfCONAP 
before commencement of ihn project. T hat ccm liilinnv ntu.it be re move d ss soon as posiible 
bill dc Later Ilian 1W Jays frtira ilia dale of this JcK« r. Failure lo resolve 1he grant conditions 
ijL  a Liiuely manner may result in wichdiawrd of the funding authorized unde: this agreement.
liLfrrmnricn contained wilhin the srant application reflects EL total pmjeei cc iJ. o f  
SI ,714,932. Any amendrunU to the proposed project which results in a significant change in the 
scope, location., objective Or tlmofbeneflciBrEfi of die approved activities as originally described 
io ihe application, will require the RubmLssian o f  a program aoicndinent In KCW-Janc* with 24 
CFR § 1003.305. HUD approval o f ihe program flmefldfficjit must be received prior to 
Imp I e men dng ihe amended prujecl-
AU information mcluOsd in ihe grtUtl application, the program regulations and the Special 
L'cnditic.is constitule part o f the firunl agreement. Please note fool [he ImpletinertatioR Schedule, 
form HUD412S, submitted by the IV, becomes porUlf the approved applicalion and wiLI form the 
basis fctr monitoring the tribe's ptOtfre» IE1 completing the grant activities. Adherence to the 
Implementation Sciicdufc is an aspect of program performance UbSt may be used to evaluate 
administrative capacity should fiittirt application? for ICDBG funds be submitted. The 
ImplemenlaLion Schedule should be revised lu reflect changes Willi the project and submitted fn 
AKGNAP as needed.
AXQNAP congratulates ihe IV on rts successful application and is able to provide technical 
assistance to assist in achieving the goals and electives of the ICDBG application. Please ensure 
that the project is initiated ta expeditiously bs possible. Should AKONAP elect lo conduct a 
wflftuJiop Ifl review [CPBG requirements, u separule notice will he issued regarding the dale and 
locdtfop.
For questions, please cant act LeVonnt Os^oy, Grants Management SpeciolLs toll free a( 
(S77J 3fl2-9B00, extension 882, fl/direeL at fW7>677-9EB2 or b>-email at lavortne.g£tvey@liujcLBDV.
Sincerely, Jl
( W 3 w
Colleen Bickford
HUD Field Office D irector
E ncboiti
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Finance: Capital and Capital Fundraising Campaign Strategy
IVC actively continues to solicit funds for constructing the community cultural center. A Letter 
of Interest has been completed for the Rasmuson Foundation, requesting $500,000 towards 
construction. This will be considered at a June 2020 board meeting. A capital fundraising 
campaign strategy is being formulated and will be launched in summer 2020.
Complete Environmental Review Record
As an ICDBG Grant recipient, IVC must comply with environmental review requirements 
outlined in 24 CFR § 58. The Environmental Review Record is complete, except for the Alaska 
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) Request for Section 106 Review HUD. This is 
contingent on an archeology survey that is scheduled for late May 2020.
Environmental Review for Activity/Project that is Categorically 
Excluded Subject to Section 58.5
Pursuant to 24 CFR 58.35(a)
Project Information
Project Name: Igiugig Com m unity Cultural Center
Responsible Entity: Igiugig Village
Grant Recipient (if different than Responsible Entity):
State/Local Identifier: Alaska 
Preparer: Michelle DeCorso
Certifying Officer Name and Title: AlexAnna Salmon, President 
Consultant (if applicable): NA
Project Location: Igiugig Village, Alaska: The site is located at Section 8, T. 10 S., R. 39 W., Seward 
Meridian, Alaska, lying north of the Igiugig Barge Landing Access Road, containing approxim ately 6.925 
acres. +059.328330 / -155.88662
Description of the Proposed Project [24 CFR 58.32; 40 CFR 1508.25]: The project is the 
developm ent of a Com m unity Cultural Center.
Level of Environmental Review Determination:




Grant Number HUD Program Funding Amount
B18SR020194 ICDBG $600,000
Estimated Total HUD Funded Amount: $600,000
Estimated Total Project Cost (HUD and non-HUD funds) [24 CFR 58.32(d)]: $1,537,420
Compliance with 24 CFR 50.4, 58.5, and 58.6 Laws and Authorities
Record below the compliance or conform ance determ inations for each statute, executive order, or 
regulation. Provide credible, traceable, and supportive source documentation for each authority. Where 
applicable, complete the necessary reviews or consultations and obtain or note applicable permits of 
approvals. Clearly note citations, dates/names/titles of contacts, and page references. Attach additional 
docum entation as appropriate.
Compliance Factors:
Statutes, Executive Orders, and 








STATUTES, EXECUTIVE ORDERS, AND REGULATIONS LISTED AT 24 CFR 50.4 & 58.6
Airport Hazards
24 CFR Part 51 Subpart D
Yes No
□  IE
The project is not within 15,000 feet of a 
m ilitary airport or 2,500 feet of a civilian airport.
Coastal Barrier Resources
Coastal Barrier Resources 
Act, as amended by the Coastal 




This project is located in a state that does not 
contain CBRS units. Therefore, this project is in 
compliance with the Coastal Barrier Resources 
Act.
Flood Insurance
Flood Disaster Protection Act 
of 1973 and National Flood 
Insurance Reform Act of 1994 [42 




STATUTES, EXECUTIVE ORDERS, AND REGULATIONS LISTED AT 24 CFR 50.4 & 58.5
Clean Air Yes No Based on the project description, this project 
includes no activities that would require further
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Clean Air Act, as amended, 
particularly section 176(c) & (d); 
40 CFR Parts 6, 51, 93
□  E evaluation under the Clean Air Act. The project 
is in compliance with the Clean Air Act.
Coastal Zone Management
Coastal Zone Management 
Act, sections 307(c) & (d)
Yes No
□  IE
Alaska withdrew from the voluntary 
National Coastal Zone Management 
Program on July 1, 2011
Contamination and Toxic 
Substances




Site contamination was evaluated as follows: 
None of the above. On-site or nearby toxic, 
hazardous, or radioactive substances that could 
affect the health and safety of project occupants 
or conflict with the intended use of the property 
were not found. The project is in compliance 
with contamination and toxic substances 
requirements.
Endangered Species
Endangered Species Act of 




None of the 13 identified Endangered Species 
reside in or surrounding Igiugig:
Aleutian Shield Fern 
Blue Whale 
Bowhead W hale 
Cook Inlet Beluga Whale 
Eskimo Curlew 
Fin W hale
Humpback W hale ("Western North Pacific 
DPS")
Leatherback Sea Turtle 




Steller Sea Lion (west of 144°)
Explosive and Flammable 
Hazards
24 CFR Part 51 Subpart C
Yes No
□ E
Based on the project description the project 
includes no activities that would require further 
evaluation under this section. The project is in 
compliance with explosive and flamm able 
hazard requirements.
Farmlands Protection
Farmland Protection Policy 
Act of 1981, particularly sections 
1504(b) and 1541; 7 CFR Part 658
Yes No
□ E
This project does not include any activities that 
could potentially convert agricultural land to a 
non-agricultural use. The project is in 
compliance with the Farmland Protection Policy 
Act.
Floodplain Management Yes No
□ E
This project is located in a 100-year floodplain. 
The 8-Step Process is required. With the 8-Step 
Process the project will be in compliance with 
Executive Order 11988.
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Executive Order 11988, 




Preservation Act of 1966, 
particularly sections 106 and 
110; 36 CFR Part 800
Yes No 
□  □
Noise Abatement and 
Control
Noise Control Act of 1972, as 
amended by the Quiet 
Comm unities Act of 1978; 24 CFR 
Part 51 Subpart B
Yes No
□  E
Based on the project description, this project 
includes no activities that would require further 
evaluation under HUD's noise regulation. The 
project is in compliance with HUD's Noise 
regulation.
Sole Source Aquifers
Safe Drinking W ater Act of 
1974, as amended, particularly 
section 1424(e); 40 CFR Part 149
Yes No
□  E
The project is not located on a sole source 
aquifer area. The project is in compliance with 
Sole Source Aquifer requirements.
Wetlands Protection
Executive Order 11990, 
particularly sections 2 and 5
Yes No
□  E
The new construction is covered under the 
National W etlands Permit, see USACE 
consulation.
Wild and Scenic Rivers
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 




The Kvichak River is not included in the National 
Wild and Scenic River System. The Kvichak River 
is also not listed in Nationwide Rivers Inventory 
of more than 3,200 free-flowing river segments 
in the United States that are believed to possess 
one or more "outstandingly remarkable" natural 






□  I E
No adverse environmental impacts were 
identified in the project's total environmental 
review. The project is in compliance with 
Executive Order 12898.
Field Inspection (Date and completed by): 
Summary of Findings and Conclusions:
Mitigation Measures and Conditions [40 cfr  1505.2(c)]
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Sum m arize below all mitigation measures adopted by the Responsible Entity to reduce, avoid, or 
eliminate adverse environmental impacts and to avoid non-compliance or non-conform ance with the 
above-listed authorities and factors. These measures/conditions must be incorporated into project 
contracts, developm ent agreements, and other relevant documents. The staff responsible for 
implem enting and m onitoring mitigation measures should be clearly identified in the mitigation plan.
Law, Authority, or Factor Mitigation Measure
Determination:
I | This categorically excluded activity/project converts to Exempt, per 58.34(a)(12) because there
are no circum stances which require compliance with any of the federal laws and authorities cited 
at §58.5. Funds may be committed and drawn down after certification of this part for this (now) 
EXEMPT project; OR
I | This categorically excluded activity/project cannot convert to Exempt because there are
circum stances which require compliance with one or more federal laws and authorities cited at 
§58.5. Complete consultation/m itigation protocol requirements, publish NOI/RROF and obtain 
"Authority to Use Grant Funds" (HUD 7015.16) per Section 58.70 and 58.71 before committing 
or drawing down any funds; OR 
I | This project is now subject to a full Environmental Assessm ent according to Part 58 Subpart E due
to extraordinary circum stances (Section 58.35(c)).
Preparer S ignature:_________________________________________________Date:__________
Nam e/Title/O rganization:__________________________________________________________
Responsible Entity Agency Official Signature:
______________________________________________________________________Date:_________
N am e/Title:________________________________________________________________________
This original, signed docum ent and related supporting material must be retained on file by the 
Responsible Entity in an Environmental Review Record (ERR) for the activity/project (ref: 24 CFR Part 
58.38) and in accordance with recordkeeping requirements for the HUD program(s).
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IVC Letter to Army Corps Requesting Concurrence
IGIUGIG VILLAGE COUNCIL 
P.O. Box 4008 
Igiugig, AK 99613
Phone: (907) 533-3211 Fax: (907) 533-3217 www.igiugig.com 
e-mail: Igiugig.vc@gmail.com
December 26, 2019
U.S. Army Corps o f Engineers, Alaska District 
Program Manager, Regulatory Division 
P.O. Box 6898
Join Base Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska 99506-0898 
To Whom It May Concern:
Igiugig Village Council received 2019 HUD “Indian Community Development Block Grant” 
(ICDBG) funds for the site development of the Igiugig Community Cultural Center on
That portion of Section 8, T. 10 S., R. 39 W., Seward Meridian, Alaska lying north of the 
Igiugig Barge Landing Access Road, containing approximately 6.925 acres.
Site access is proposed via boardwalk from the Barge Landing Road to the building. Attached 
are drawings showing the proposed development and square footage of footprint for each of the 
individual elements.
The project contains waters of the U.S. based on jurisdictional determination POA-2009-1255 
which was issued in association with the former Igiugig Barge Landing Road project. The area 
for the proposed building appears to be in uplands, but no wetland delineation was done for this 
project. However, the footprint of the project that may impact the wetlands is less than half an 
acre. The total footprint of the project is 16,236 square feet, with 6,916 SF of that footprint a 
proposed deck built on pilings.
The purpose of this letter is to request your concurrence, and to verify that the Igiugig 
Community Cultural Center can be constructed under the Nationwide Permit. The proposed 
construction is not slated until August 2020 before which ACOE will be notified.
Please contact me at the address above, or at alexannasalmon@gmail.com if you have any 
questions, concerns, or comments regarding the project. Quyana.
Sincerely,
AlexAnna Salmon 
President, Igiugig Village Council 
PO Box 40GB 
Igiugig, AK 99б13
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Army Corps of Engineers Determination
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
ALASKA WTRICT, U.S. APM* CO* PS OF EMG*etBS 
hEflULAtORTf Division
i i t t s  ST ER LIN G  h 5HW AT, SU ITE B 
BM.DDTNA, AK aShbS
GENERAL PER WIT AGENCY COORDINATION (QPAC)
We are requesting yeur comments on Ihe proposed projecl wilhin 10 calender days 
from the date of this notification. If add tional time is needed to provide substantive, 
si1«-sp«ci!ic comments, conlad us and we uvlll wait an additional 15 calendar days 
before making a permit decision Further information concerning the general permit 
can be found at our web site. www.poa.usace.army.mikMissions^Regulalory.
Comments on the proposal maybe emailed to: Andrew, a .graygjuaeoe.a nnyrml. mailed 
to the address above, or you may oall us at (907} 753-2722,
General Permit. Nationwide Permit 3 9 -  Commercial and Institutional Developments
Dale of GPAC: February 5, 2020
Comment Period Closing Date: February 16, 21)20
Project Location. The project site is located within Section 8 ,T  10 S., R. 39 W., 
-Seward Meridian; USGS Quad Map lliernna fl-6; Lafilude 59.32&C-N . Longitude 
155.836QDW : Lake and Peninsula Borough, in Igiegig. Alaska
Project Description: The applicant is proposing lo discharge 1,037 cubic yards of 
gravel into 0.13 acres of waters of the Uniled States, including wetlands, for the purpose 
of constructing a 35-feet wide by 1 GO-feel long partting area. The parking area is part of 
larger construction project which also would include a  c u m m m iL ly  cultural center located 
in uplands, and a pile supported walkway connecting 1tie parking area to the cultural 
center. The pile supported walkway would not require authorization from the Corps of 
Engineer* (Corps) because there would be no discharge of Til materiel.
All work would be performed in accordance with the attached project plans, sheets 
1 - 3 ,  dated January 2&, 202D.
Andrew Gray  
Regulatory Specialist
d n rp a  of En g in e e rs  IdenHficatian: PÛÀ-3ÛÛ9-M 255. Iliamna Lake, Igiugig Village 
Council
( n D iS 11-/
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The latest published version of Ihe Ateska Heritage- R e so u rce s Survey (A H R 5 ) has 
b e e r consulted for the presence or a b se n ce  of historic properties, including those listed 
in or eligible for inclusion in the Notional Register of Historic P laces. There are no 
euliural resouroes in the permit area, and the closest site in the vicinity of the permit 
area is ILI-OOOTS; the Igiuigig Archaeological District A survey of the permit area was 
performed in 2010 as part-of Ihe barge landing a c c e ss  road, which found no 
archeological or historical rem ains within the right of w ay -of the barge landing a c c e s s  
road, Th e  permit area has been determined to be the footprint of the proposed parking 
lot (see  attached map delineating the permil area). Th e  C o rp s  also drscussed the 
cultural history gf (he srea with AlexAnna Salm on, of the Igiugig Village Council. Mrs. 
Salrron grew  up in Igiugig and e latbJ, ‘T h t  site- lies co st of the “Fiah Cnrop" region ai 
(he reside nls of Igiugig. The site h a s  n o living loca I record of se rving a s  a fish eflmp nor 
village site A motorized vehicle tundra trail runs through the- property, which was 
extensively used prior to the construction of the Igiugig B arge  Landing Road.'* In 
addition, sh e  also stated “My grendm olher's fish cam p has b e e n  used eonlnmeusly 
sines 1 9 5 5 .  I w as raiserfeach sum m er at fish cam p, and received m y  anlhropology  
degree from Dartmouth Co llege writing a research thes s documenting important prace 
nam es, former village sites and cam ps, and none were recorded for the proposed site "
Th e  C o rp s has m ade a No Historic Properties Affecled (No Effect} determination for the 
proposed project. Th e  Corps is requesting the S H P O 's  concurrence with this 
determination,
^  m. No Historic Properties Affected 
Afaska State Historic Preservation Officer 
Date: \
PtoMg if Lteirtft CFft m  t3 j  A, S. 41.3S.07W)
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IVC Letter to Alaska State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO)
LGIUGLG 'T T U fiF  COmiCIL.
P.O. Бої +303 
I^mgig, AK PSötl
Flocc: (SCT) S33-3211 Fa ;̂ (W7) Ï3J-J21- m
T p~i 11 p~i p j П .-■<-■ r,- t
Judith E.tmer
State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO)
Office ofHjsnjrv St Archaeology 
550 47. T fliA nt, Suite 1310 





Tbe Igiugig Village Coxnril (IVC;. mould like to luioate consultation under Section 106 of the National 
Historic Preservation Act mith tout office om foe design and eonscmraan of foe Igiugig Conururiurc 
Cultural Center i t  the outlet of Еаашша Lake (see attached figure: and drarnings). IVC mauls to build a 
cultural center to preserve and further the understanding of Yup'ik trays- of being in the railage and 
legion. IVC received an Indian Сошіишііїт Development Block Giant iTCDBG) from the Department 
of Henning and Uiban Development .:HUD) for this project. The issuance of federal fundaag foi this 
project qualifies ж at і  federal andertahng tint must сошріт тгіїЬ foe Section 106 process. In 
lccordance mith foe H otting and СошшсшГг Development Act, IVC is assuming foe responsibility of 
federal agencv official to carrv out the SEcdon 106 process for this project.
Igiugig Native Corporation e ra s  the lindtrbere IVC proposes to build foe culninl cancer. The cultural 
center mill include і  parking area, boardwalk. and building mitla a deck (see attached dnmiugs). The 
oarkiug area is adjacent Barge Landing Road. IVC mill be adding gravel fill to create Ihe parking area. 
The grate! £11 mil come from foe existing the Igiugig gravel pit Tnicks ml] haul the gravel from the pir 
to foe proposed parking area on existing roads. Visitors mil tse an aboveground board to access the 
cultural center його the parking area. Pilings mill support and suspend the boandmalk. The 6QIx601t2Q1 
сиісшаї center bdd iug  trill be adjacent foe bluff edge mLHi a deck overlooking the outlet of Піїппи 
Lake and start of foe klvichak River. Plings mil support cultural center deck. The cultural center 
buldiugmill be built into foe ground to reflect ttadinoiisl Yup’ik arcbiteccure.
IVe seek tout concurrence on foe Area of Potenoal Effects (APE; for this project. The APE consists of:
• a 500 fr buffer around the proposed Igiugig Comniunirv Cultural Center., it's deck, boardwalk, 
and paikaag area:
• the extent of the existaug gravel pir, and
• the existing gravel road oonnecnug the gravel pir to the proposed project area.
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H e  500 ft. buffer around the cultural center vrJl rao sm p iu  potential ft-jiu ground disturbance,
dust, noise, visual elements, and odors. Project design mmimaes ground disturbance bv placing the deck 
and boardwalk on pilings. Making the cultural center senn-subterranean reflecting traditional Yep ’i t  
architecture means ± e  building will only extend 15-20 ft above ground which will les sen the visual 
presence o f the budding. Noise will only occur during ± e  coustruction of the building in d  will be 
limited to  power tools and construction equipment commonly heard throughout community. Odors will 
occur during the construction o f the cultural center and will be hniired to heavy equipment exhaust and 
cutting of materials for building the cultural center. Gravel for ± e  paikmg area will come from stocked 
piles and not iesult in expansion of ± e  existing gravel pit so the extent o f the existing gravel pic is 
appropriate for the APE. Trucks and heavy equipment will use the existing road and dust from trucks 
hauling gravel horn the gravel pit to the cultural center for dae parkaug area wifl be negligible;, which is. 
why we piopose lim ting die APE do the existing road surface.
Initial review of the Alaska Hersage- Resources Survey (APIRS} database indicates the proposed APE 
includes pares of the Igiugig Archaeological District (Sk  attached maps). IVC plans to do an 
archaeological survey of the APE tiass summer in conjunction with a community workshop do identifr 
and leam abour historic properties ha the APE. The archaeological survey will be a conarmnity-based 
project led by ALouty Rogers, an archaeologist employed by IVC.
Ws look forward to consulrang with your office through the development o f this project: Please contact 
me at dae address above, or at alevnniisalmnn'.t gnnil com iFtiniT have any questions, concerns, or 
comments regarding the project. Qevma.
SLdccicIt,
ALexAima Salm on
F x e S -id fiH E , Iç ÎT L Ç Îg  V Ü L lg e  COTLDCÜ
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SHPO Consultation Letter to IVC
TH E STATE
0/ALASKA
G o v e r n o r  M i k e  D u n l e a v y
Department of Natural Resources
DIVISION OF PARKS AND OUTDOOR RECREATION
Office o f History & Archaeology
5 5 0  W e s t  7 " 1 A v e n u e .  S u ite  1 3 1 0  
A n c h o r a g e ,  A K  9 9 5 0 1 -3 5 6 1  
9 0 7 .2 6 9 -8 7 0 0  
http://dnf alasko gov/parks/oba
February 4, 2020
File No.: 3130-1R HUD/2020-00014
AlexAnna Salmon




Subject: Igiugig Community Cultural Center - Initiation 
Dear Ms. Salmon:
The Alaska State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) received your correspondence (dated January 10,
2020) regarding the subject undertaking on January 9, 2020. Following our review of the documentation 
provided in the initiation letter, we have no objections to the defined area of potential effect (APE) and offer 
the following comments regarding what may comprise a reasonable and good faith effort to identify historic 
properties for the undertaking.
Our office agrees that an archaeological survey is appropriate, and we look forward to reviewing the survey 
report documenting the methods and results of the community-based project. We recommend that the level 
of effort proposed for identification include a re-examination of the determinations of National Register of 
Historic Places eligibility and the boundaries for the properties that are within or intersect the APE as most of 
the known properties in the vicinity of Igiugig were last assessed in 1992. Any reassessment will likely need 
to provide a site condition update, a detailed consideration of the Criteria and Criteria Considerations (36 
CFR 60.4), and evaluation of integrity.
Our office also recommends that identification consider the built environment and properties that may be of 
religious and cultural significance to the Tribe as the proposed project will be adding a new component to the 
community in an area that has not been recently developed. The community workshop will be a great venue to 
speak to those types of resources, but this effort may need to be augmented by expertise provided by an 
historical architect and/oran ethnographer.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. Please contact Sarah Meitl at 907-269-8720 or 
sarah .meitl ® alaska.gov if you have any questions or if we can be oF further assistance.
Sincerely,




The remainder of the project will be implemented according to the following schedule. 
May 2020: Archeology Survey scheduled to complete Environmental Review 
February -  September 2020: Complete Fundraising Strategy and Secure Funding Sources 
May 2022: Facility Completion
C o n s tr u c t io n  S c h e d u le 2020
Task List 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr
Evaluation of Funding Sources for Project
Environmental Review & Permitting
RFP Advertised for Site Dev. St Utility Ext.
Aw a rd Contract/Pre-Award Mtg/Site Material
Mobilization, Material Shipment St Crew On Site
Site Development and Utiilty Extension
2021
RFP Adve rti se d for Constru eti on of Ce nte r
Aw a rd Contract/Pre-Award Mtg/Site Material
Mobilization, Material Shipment & Crew On Site
Construct Facility
Facility Inspection, Acceptance, and Closeout 5/30f l l
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